1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Inclusion of the internal mammary chain (IMC) in the target volume for locoregional breast radiotherapy has been proven to improve disease free and overall survival in recently published clinical trials [@b0005], [@b0010], [@b0015].The Royal College of Radiologists, UK has published guidance stating that IMC radiotherapy (IMC-RT) should be considered for women with higher risk breast cancer [@b0020]. However, inclusion of the IMC for locoregional breast radiotherapy increases dose to the heart [@b0025], [@b0030], [@b0035]. A linear no-threshold relationship between mean heart dose and major coronary events has previously been demonstrated [@b0040]. In order to maximise the survival benefits of IMC-RT, cardiac-sparing techniques are recommended [@b0020].

The HeartSpare-Plus dosimetry study demonstrated that the use of voluntary deep inspiratory breath hold (vDIBH) is capable of reducing mean heart dose to below 4 Gy in the context of IMC-RT. However, in order to deliver higher doses to locoregional lymph nodes (especially the IMC) volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) is superior when compared to tangential treatments [@b0045].

VMAT approaches for breast cancer have previously been developed and used in dosimetry studies and clinical trials [@b0045], [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0060], [@b0065]. A challenging aspect of delivering VMAT for breast cancer is the lack of robustness of the treatment plans in terms of inter- and intra-fraction motion, particularly when significant breast swelling occurs during the treatment course [@b0070]. Tangent-based RT plans mitigate this issue by incorporating skin flash in the field apertures to ensure irradiation of all breast tissue should the target increase in size from the time of the planning CT. However, for inverse-planned approaches such as VMAT, the incorporation of adequate skin flash is difficult to achieve.

Attempts have been made to address the skin flash problem for inverse planning for breast RT. The most common approach is to add virtual bolus (VB) in the region of the PTV outside of, or close to, the external contour during optimisation [@b0075] with final dose calculation performed with the VB removed [@b0070]. This approach has been shown to generate VMAT plans with skin flash adequate to achieve acceptable superficial dose coverage [@b0070] with dosimetric advantages over VMAT plans generated without VB in terms of estimated delivered dose to the target [@b0080]. However, plan degradation is inevitable upon removal of the VB for final dose calculation. The further the target is expanded outside of the body in the virtual plan, the larger the plan degradation, meaning it is difficult to achieve acceptable VMAT plans with equivalent skin flash compared to a tangent plan. Therefore, VMAT plans generated using VB may not be sufficient for patients who demonstrate significant swelling during their treatment course and reactive re-planning may still be necessary.

Recently, robust-optimisation tools have become available within commercial RT treatment planning systems (TPSs) enabling plans to be optimised concurrently in different geometrical scenarios by including range and setup uncertainties [@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0095]. Although these techniques were originally developed for proton beam therapy [@b0095], [@b0100], they are now being applied for photon-based RT. Jensen showed that such methods can be applied to breast VMAT plans and that these plans were more robust than tangent 3DCRT plans to setup errors [@b0085]. However, such methods do not account for changes in patient shape during their radiotherapy course.

Alongside range and setup uncertainties, additional robust-optimisation strategies have recently become available within commercial TPSs including organ-motion (OM) robust-optimisation which optimises the plan in the nominal (planning CT) scenario and over a number of simulated CTs that have been generated by a Deformable Image Registration (DIR) based on user-defined organ motion.

In this study we aimed to validate, for the first time, OM-based robust-optimisation available within a commercial TPS for generating breast VMAT plans that include the internal mammary chain and axillary nodes. Unlike previous studies that simulated robust evaluation using perturbed dose recalculations [@b0085], [@b0105], we validated the OM robust optimisation method by recalculating the treatment plans on cone beam CT (CBCT) data for a selection of patients previously treated for breast cancer.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Patient selection {#s0015}
----------------------

Five consecutive patients with left-sided breast cancer requiring locoregional breast radiotherapy including the IMC (40.05 Gy in 15 fractions) who had previously been treated within a single-centre study and provided written informed consent were selected for this investigation. These patients were treated prior to the development of the OM robust optimisation described in this manuscript. All patients had three CTVs (whole breast, IMC, and axillary levels 2--4) and OARs (heart, left lung, right lung, and right breast) delineated by experienced clinical oncologists based on ESTRO guidelines [@b0110]. Planning target volumes were generated from corresponding CTVs using 5 mm isotropic margins. All target volumes were clipped 5 mm from the surface. All patients were treated using vDIBH and had daily-online CBCT positional matching. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} details information about the patients used in this study.Table 1Patient characteristics. Case 5 only had 7 CBCTs as they had to be re-planned during their treatment course due to the observed changes in external contour.Case numberAxillary levels treatedNumber of CBCTs for analysisPatient specific comments12--415Large breast target volume and exhibited shape changes throughout RT course22--415Exhibited changes in shape (external contour increases) especially towards the end of RT course32--415Small changes to external shape observed towards the end of RT course42--415Good set up with no change to external shape throughout RT course52--47Exhibited large changes in shape ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) during RT course and was re-planned due to the differences.[^1]

2.2. Organ Motion-based robust VMAT planning technique {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------------

The organ-motion based robust optimisation VMAT technique consisted of three steps:1.Non-robust plans were generated in the nominal scenario on the planning CT.2.Simulated CTs were generated in order to represent worst-case swelling scenarios using OM features within a commercial TPS.3.Robust plans were generated.

All work was carried out using the RayStation v7 TPS (RayStation v7, RaySearch laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden).

### 2.2.1. Non-robust optimisation {#s0025}

The non-robust VMAT treatment plans were generated on the planning CT. Class-solutions for the beams and optimisation objectives aimed to achieve the clinical goals taken from a previously published dosimetric study [@b0045] and listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Two partial 6MV arcs were used with start/stop angles of 179°/310°, collimator angles of 30°/330°, and maximum delivery times of 45 s per beam to enable treatment to be delivered in an acceptable number of breath-holds. Plans were optimised to PTVs that were clipped 5 mm from the external contour to avoid complex modulations that can arise due to lack of build-up and lateral scatter in the superficial region. The beam parameters and optimisation objectives were then modified to ensure clinical goal compliance for each patient, for example beams were angled to avoid entering through the contralateral breast.Table 2Clinical goals for target structures and OARs alongside average results from all five cases for the non-robust and robust plans in the nominal (planning CT) geometry. For the PTVs, the D95% and D98% were mandatory and optimal, respectively. All OAR constraints were mandatory. All plans were normalised such that the Breast PTV achieved a D50% of prescription dose meaning a statistical test for this metric is not recorded.ROIStatisticClinical goalNominal (planning CT) scenario for all five casesp-valuesrobustNon-robustmedianIQ rangemedianIQ rangeBreast PTVD98 (Gy)\>38.0537.937.7--38.038.137.8--38.20.13D95 (Gy)\>38.0538.638.5--38.638.738.4--38.80.47D50 (Gy)40.05 ± 0.8040.140.1--40.140.140.1--40.1n/aD2 (Gy)\<42.8541.641.3--41.641.241.2--41.2**0.04**Axillary PTVD98 (Gy)\>38.0538.438.4--38.538.638.5--38.8**0.04**D95 (Gy)\>38.0538.738.7--38.938.938.8--39.1**0.04**D50 (Gy)40.05 ± 0.8039.639.6--39.739.839.8--39.80.08D2 (Gy)\<42.8540.640.4--40.740.840.7--40.80.22IMC PTVD98 (Gy)\>38.0537.637.2--38.038.537.9--38.8**0.04**D95 (Gy)\>38.0538.338.1--38.638.938.7--39.1**0.04**D50 (Gy)40.05 ± 0.8039.839.8--40.040.140.0--40.2**0.04**D2 (Gy)\<42.8540.840.8--40.941.041.0--41.0**0.04**Heartmean (Gy)\<6.003.83.6--5.53.93.7--5.50.68Left LungV17Gy (%)\<3533.132.4--34.233.432.5--33.80.71mean (Gy)\<1513.613.6--13.813.613.5--13.90.72Right Lungmean (Gy)\<3.53.33.2--3.33.33.2--3.30.32Right Breastmean (Gy)\<3.53.33.3--3.33.33.3--3.40.65[^2]

### 2.2.2. Generation of simulated CTs {#s0030}

The organ-motion tools within the TPS were used to generate deformed CTs. The planning CT was chosen as the source image and the breast CTV as the motion ROI with 1.5 cm anterior and left organ-motion uncertainty. The left lung was chosen as a fixed ROI as the CBCT match was to the chest wall. The TPS generated three simulated CTs: one with 1.5 cm left motion of the breast CTV; one with 1.5 cm anterior motion of the breast CTV; and one with a combination of anterior and left motion of the breast CTV. The ROIs associated with the planning CT were mapped to each simulated CT according to the simulated motion. These parameters were chosen to represent worst-case scenario breast swelling that we have observed in our clinic ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1(top) example of CBCT image match for patient 5 and (bottom) corresponding fusion between the planning CT (blue) and one of the OM simulated CTs orange. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

### 2.2.3. Robust optimisation {#s0035}

Within a copy of the non-robust plan with its patient-specific refined beam parameters and optimisation objectives, all minimum and maximum optimisation objectives for PTVs were set to optimise both in the nominal scenario (planning CT) and the simulated scenarios based on OM. The TPS used a minmax optimisation approach where the plan was optimised simultaneously in all four geometrical scenarios (nominal planning CT and three simulated CTs) and the worst objective value from these geometries was used in the objective function [@b0115]. Robust optimisation consisted of three optimisation runs each of 60 iterations.

2.3. Technique validation {#s0040}
-------------------------

In order to validate the proposed methodology, the non-robust and robust plans were re-calculated on the patient CBCTs (Elekta XVI, Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) which represented real-world setup uncertainty, changes in external shape, and examples of significant breast swelling during the RT course ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). CBCT images were obtained in two breath holds of 20 s each. Half-scans were performed with a gantry angle of 295--120° (100 kV, 200 mAs, 9 mGy). 67 CBCT images across five cases were used for analysis.

CBCT images were imported into the TPS in treated geometry including all daily setup corrections applied prior to treatment. CBCT dose calculation was facilitated using previously validated [@b0120] tools available within the TPS and a density of 0.95 g/cm^3^ was applied to missing tissue outside the field-of-view (FOV) of the CBCT. DIR (ANACONDA hybrid DIR, RayStation v7) was performed between every CBCT and corresponding planning CT for each case using the CBCT FOV and the external ROI limited by the FOV used as controlling ROIs. The DIRs were used to map CTVs and OARs from the planning CT to every CBCT. For each CBCT, a superficial breast CTV ROI was generated which consisted of the breast CTV within 1 cm of the external contour. Each fractional dose recalculation was scaled to 15 fractions in order to assess clinical goal compliance. Dose-volume metrics for the mapped ROIs were compared between the non-robust and robust plans for all 67 CBCT dose recalculations which represented estimates of delivered fractional dose for both planning techniques.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#s0045}
-------------------------

The Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank sum test was used to test for statistical significance between robust and non-robust plans for all dose metrics with a significance level of 0.05. Comparisons of PTV (clipped 5 mm from the surface) metrics were analysed for the nominal plan (planning CT) whereas CTV metrics were assessed for the CBCT tests. All statistical analysis was performed using Python v2.7.6.

3. Results {#s0050}
==========

3.1. Organ motion-based robust VMAT planning technique {#s0055}
------------------------------------------------------

The proposed method was able to generate clinically acceptable treatment plans with all robust and non-robust plans satisfying all mandatory clinical goals ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) apart from case 1 where a mean heart dose of 7.1 Gy was accepted for both the non-robust and robust plans due to the target size and location adjacent to the heart. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the skin flash that was achieved using the robust optimisation method.Fig. 2Top row displays beams-eve-view (BEV) for one of the VMAT segments (case 5) for (left) a OM robustly optimised plan; (centre) a non-robust plan; and (right) a plan that was optimised using a VB technique where the VB extended 1 cm outside of the patient external ROI. The external ROI is shown as a green contour. Bottom row displays corresponding dose recalculations on the CBCT acquired for fraction 4 of the patient's treatment. The breast CTV is shown as a red contour and the red colourwash represents 95% of the prescription dose (38.05 Gy). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows that there were no significant differences to OAR dose between the two planning techniques. Statistical differences between the planning techniques were observed for all three PTVs but all mandatory clinical goals were achieved for all plans and only 3% (2 out of 60) PTV clinical goals differed by more than 2% between the robust and non-robust plans.

3.2. Technique validation {#s0060}
-------------------------

### 3.2.1. CBCT dose calculation {#s0065}

A previously validated method was used to assign density to the CBCT images [@b0120]. In addition, the same method of bulk-density assignment was applied to the planning CT for all five cases and the mean dose to the heart and left lung and the median dose (D50%) to the three CTVs for the bulk-density calculation were compared to the look-up-table (LUT) calculation. For all dose statistics across all five cases the median difference between the bulk density and LUT calculations was −0.2 Gy (−0.6%) with a range of −0.7 Gy (−2.2%) to 0.1 Gy (0.4%). Due to the global assignment of 0.95 g/cm^3^ outside of the CBCT FOV, delivered dose statistics to the right lung were not considered for analysis.

### 3.2.2. Deformable image registration approval {#s0070}

All ROIs that were mapped from the planning CT to each CBCT according to the corresponding DIR were approved by a trained clinical oncologist. No manual edits to the mapped ROIs were made. The ROIs that were mapped and used for delivered dose comparison were the heart, left lung, right breast, and the three CTVs (breast, axillary, and IMC).

### 3.2.3. CBCT dose comparison {#s0075}

[Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} details the results for the CBCT dose calculations of the non-robust and robust plans. No statistical difference was observed between the non-robust and robust plans for the OARs, apart from the right breast dose where only one fifth of right breast doses differed by more than 2% between the non-robust and robust calculations and none of the observed differences were clinically significant. If case 1, who exhibited a mean heart dose of 7.1 Gy on the nominal plans is excluded from analysis, the proportion of CBCT calculations achieving mean heart dose \<6 Gy increased to 87% and 81% for the robust and non-robust plans, respectively.Table 3Clinical goals for target structures and OARs alongside average results from all 67 CBCT dose calculations for the non-robust and robust plans. 93% of prescription (37.25 Gy) was used for the CBCT target coverage constraints. The number of calculation pairs (robust vs non-robust CBCT calculations) that differ by 2% is reported along with the proportion of robust and non-robust calculations achieving the clinical goal.ROIStatisticClinical goalRobustNon-robustp-values% of pairs above 2% difference% of plans CBCT dose calculations meeting clinical goalmedianIQ rangemedianIQ rangeRobustNon-robustBreast CTVD98 (Gy)\>37.2538.538.0--38.637.937.3--38.4**\<0.01**249776D95 (Gy)\>37.2538.838.4--39.138.638.0--38.9**\<0.01**1710091D50 (Gy)40 ± 0.840.239.8--40.340.139.8--40.2**\<0.01**0100100D2 (Gy)\<42.8541.741.5--41.941.441.2--41.6**\<0.01**0100100Axillary CTVD95 (Gy)\>37.2539.739.0--39.939.839.2--40.0**\<0.01**0100100D50 (Gy)40 ± 0.840.440.0--40.740.640.3--40.9**\<0.01**07465D2 (Gy)\<42.8541.441.1--41.841.941.2--42.1**\<0.01**398100IMC CTVD95 (Gy)\>37.2538.337.8--39.239.438.1--39.7**\<0.01**268082D50 (Gy)40 ±  0.840.139.6--40.640.740.0--41.0**\<0.01**177645D2 (Gy)\<42.8541.541.1--42.241.941.2--42.30.30158592Superficial Breast CTVD95 (Gy)\>37.2538.537.9--38.837.336.2--38.0**\<0.01**709455Heartmean (Gy)\<63.93.4--6.04.03.5--5.80.23307482Left LungV17Gy (%)\<3530.529.5--32.230.829.8--32.00.72489797mean (Gy)\<1513.112.8--13.813.212.8--13.50.3255100100Right Breastmean (Gy)\<3.53.33.2--3.33.33.2--3.4**\<0.01**219186[^3][^4]

Despite the statistical differences observed, both planning techniques achieved similar plan quality in terms of mandatory daily coverage (D95 \> 93% of prescription dose) for all three CTVs. For the breast CTV, 92% of the robust plans achieved the optimal D98% \> 38.05 Gy clinical goal, this lowered to 71% of the non-robust plans indicating improved breast CTV coverage for the robust plans. 100% and 91% of CBCT dose calculations achieved D95% \> 38.05 Gy for the breast CTV for robust and non-robust plans, respectively.

There was a statistically significant difference between the non-robust and robust plans in terms of coverage dose metrics to the superficial breast CTV with only 55% of CBCT dose calculations for the non-robust plans achieving the mandatory D95% \> 37.25 Gy, this increased to 94% of the robust plans and in 70% of CBCT calculations there was at least 2% difference between the D95% coverage metric between the two techniques.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} compare box-plots of robust and non-robust plan dose recalculations for all CBCT images for cases 4 and 2, respectively. Case 4 exhibited good set up and a stable external contour shape throughout the RT course whereas case 2 had a variable shape with large increases in external contour especially evident towards the end of the RT course. As displayed in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, the robust plans remained clinically acceptable for both cases across all fractions. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows that for case 2 the increase in external contour resulted in compromised target coverage to the breast CTV for the non-robust plan and this was especially evident in the superficial breast region. This can also be observed in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} (bottom row) where for case 5 the robust plan provided adequate target coverage but the non-robust plan did not.Fig. 3Box-plot for all robust and non-robust CBCT recalculations for case 4. The grey dotted line represents optimal target coverage and mandatory OAR clinical goals.Fig. 4Box-plot for all robust and non-robust CBCT recalculations for case 2. The grey dotted line represents optimal target coverage and mandatory OAR clinical goals.

4. Discussion {#s0080}
=============

A methodology to generate VMAT plans using OM-based robust optimisation available within a commercial TPS was developed and validated by recalculating the treatment plans on CBCT data for a selection of patients. The OM-based technique was able to generate clinically acceptable plans in the nominal scenario and was validated to be robust to changes to the patient external ROI during their treatment course.

The results demonstrate that it is important to review the superficial breast target coverage as well as the whole breast when assessing the recalculated dose on the CBCTs. This is because the large volume of the breast target can mask poor superficial coverage. Although the non-robust plan generated clinically acceptable delivered doses for cases where the external ROI remained stable throughout the treatment course ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), a significant improvement in whole breast coverage, especially in superficial regions, was observed for cases who exhibited an increase in the external ROI ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Case 5 ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) had to be re-planned during their treatment course due to the large increases in external contour. However, if the OM-based robust optimisation technique had been used for this patient a re-plan would not have been necessary as the OM-based robust plan would have satisfied the target coverage requirements.

As well as generating robust and non-robust plans, an additional robust plan was also created for case 5 using the VB method; the VB ROI was defined as an isotropic 1 cm expansion of all PTVs limited to outside of the external ROI. A density of 1 g/cm^3^ was applied to the VB ROI during optimisation and was removed for final dose calculation. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} displays that although this method is able to generate some skin flash, it was not sufficient to adequately cover the breast target in situations of large increases to the external ROI ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right). Furthermore, the implementation of a VB approach can lead to reduced dose to the axillary target. As the VB is grown only in regions where the target is close to the surface and are subject to external contour changes, the VB ROI does not typically extend superiorly to the axillary levels. Therefore, upon removal of the VB, re-prescribing the plan to achieve a D50% breast target dose of 40.05 Gy will result in the lowering of the median dose to the axillary PTV below the prescribed value.

The proposed methodology for generating robust breast VMAT plans using OM relies on a non-robust plan being generated first. This step is important as it enables the planner to quickly generate a patient-specific optimisation problem. After the non-robust plan has been generated, due to the multiple optimisation scenarios, the robust optimisation takes much longer to complete. The length of time needed to perform OM-based robust optimisation is a clear limitation of this technique. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows that by copying the non-robust plans and optimising robustly without any further interventions we were able to generate plans of similar quality, in terms of mandatory clinical goal compliance, to the non-robust distributions in the nominal scenario (planning CT) meaning the robust-optimisation step could be automated via scripting within the TPS. Furthermore, the robust optimisation results in plans that were more robust to increases in the external ROI, meaning that undertaking reactive adaptive re-planning (including re-scanning, contouring, planning, and checking) is less likely.

In order to validate the OM-based robust optimisation technique, CBCT dose calculations have relied on bulk-density assignment and the ROIs used for dosimetric comparison have been mapped across to each CBCT using a DIR. Despite inherent uncertainties associated with both of these operations, their validity has been assessed quantitatively (bulk-density dose calculation) and qualitatively (clinical oncologist review and approval of the DIR-mapped ROIs). Furthermore, the CBCT analysis was used to compare the robustness of the two planning techniques, meaning any errors in dose calculation or ROI propagation would have affected both techniques in the same way. Due to the bulk density assignment of 0.95 g/cm^3^ outside the CBCT FOV, CBCT dosimetric comparison of the right lung was not possible. However, due to the beam geometries, it is not expected that the robust and non-robust plans would deliver significantly different doses to the contralateral structure.

It is recommended that patients planned with VMAT for breast cancer are treated in breath-hold and are set up according to appropriate locally-defined imaging protocols. For patients demonstrating large setup variations, a daily online imaging protocol may be adopted. Finally, the techniques used to generate OM-based robust plans require that the TPS has functionality to enable such optimisations.

5. Conclusion {#s0085}
=============

VMAT plans generated using organ motion-based robust optimisation available within a commercial TPS are clinically acceptable in the nominal scenario and are robust to both typical and extreme changes to the patient external ROI during their treatment course.
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The following are the Supplementary data to this article:Supplementary data 1

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ctro.2019.04.004>.

[^1]: CBCT, Cone beam CT.

[^2]: IQ = inter-quartile. PTV = Planning Target Volume.

[^3]: CBCT = Cone beam CT. IQ = inter-quartile. CTV = Clinical Target Volume.

[^4]: *p* \< 0.05 shown in bold.
